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Quality Documentation – Why?

• To reduce RFIs
• To support engineers
• Easy for engineers to integrate
• Easy for BCAs to find information 
• To set a common standard throughout New Zealand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data gathered from BCAs around the country has shown that almost exactly 50% of RFIs are generated around the documentation in front of the calculations and drawings. PS1s with insufficient or incorrect information, lack of a construction monitoring schedule, no Certificate of Building Work, no Design Features Report for more involved work, no maintenance scheduleMany smaller consultancies do not have the resource to provide this type of documentation to a high standard, and it may be missing information, depending on their past experience. Depending on where in New Zealand they have been working, it may not have been a requirement. By providing a standard format we can support engineers to provide high quality information to BCAs in a known manner.To make it easy for them, we have designed the online system, and attached them to the producer statement series. They will always be available. If engineers are already providing good quality information in a recognizable format, that’s great. Otherwise, you can request they use ours.By standardizing the information flow, it should make it easier for checkers to see the information provided and validate the engineer's assumptions. You will quickly be able to determine corrosion zones, wind speeds, soil types, maintenance schedule etc because all the information will be in the same place each time.Currently we have 67 BCAs throughout New Zealand, each has different levels of what is acceptable. By having this as a standard, we are working to set the bar so that wherever work is submitted in New Zealand, it is of the same quality and expectations are known. Once we have a known bar, we can work to help people achieve it if necessary.



https://www.cognitoforms.com/ACENZAndEngineeringNZ/ACENewZeal
andAndEngineeringNewZealandProducerStatements

https://www.cognitoforms.com/ACENZAndEngineeringNZ/ACENewZealandAndEngineeringNewZealandProducerStatements


Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Design Features Report is used to provide the checker with information about the engineers assumptions. It details the basic structure, mentions the Standards used, the loads, soil conditions and corrosion category. With this report we have made it so that steel corrosion protection, timber fixings and concrete cover are automatically populated depending on the corrosion region specified by the engineer. This means you can check these details up front and then see it matches through the drawings.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
After feedback from Auckland Council that there had been instances of others fraudulently using an engineers MBIE form. This has been designed by our legal team to contain all the same information, while being more fraud resistant, and is currently being accepted throughout the country. It auto populates ticks, crosses and relevant data in the correct places to reduce error rates. I have been told that engineers occasionally provide a Certificate of Design when it is not required. We are looking to provide a simple guide for engineers to help reduce that error rate.The letter in lieu of a PS1 for durability is also included in this document set.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we started providing a maintenance schedule for engineers to use, the queries we’ve received about B2 has reduced dramatically. It is an excellent example of providing and standardizing the tools for engineers to use. The engineers should only select items that are relevant to their project. For example, most residential homes do not have plant rooms, therefore it should not appear on the maintenance schedule.Lastly is the construction monitoring schedule. We hope that by having the schedule in a consistent format, and a consistent place, builders and BCAs alike will know who is expected to monitor what and when. You will see that on the schedule, it is clearly defined whether the engineer or BCO is expected to inspect it. It is my expectation that steelwork, concrete piles and foundations and so on would be inspected by the engineer. It is reasonable for the engineer to request the BCO to inspect timber fixings, timber lintels and Gib bracing, but they must clearly state that they are expecting that to occur.I am currently working on the final draft of the construction monitoring guidelines, it’s fair to say that project has been delayed significantly by this one. However, it more clearly sets out expectations than the current guidelines. When it is released we will be looking for feedback from regulators including BCAs and I will be communicating with you again.





What’s next

• Further adapt for Geotechnical and Fire Engineers
• Continuous improvement
• Construction monitoring guidelines



Questions?
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